Ask also about our FRIEND PERFORM THE WEDDING DEAL . This deal allows a friend or relative to perform the ceremony on the day that all
the guests are there.. Our celebrant performs the legal wedding with just two witnesses on the day or week prior to the larger wedding when all
the guests are present. And a friend or relative performs the wedding on the wedding day without the legal parts. Our celebrant charges $250
to do this at any location or for an extra $200 it can be performed at Silver Ridge… = $450

Elopement Deal
A wedding is a wonderful time, and an elopement is no exception.
If you want only the two witnesses and yourselves, a celebrant and a
photographer then all your friends and relatives can see your
wonderful photos after the wedding and on facebook.( See prices below).
OR
If you want a small amount of select friends and relatives we also allow
that in an Elopement Deal.
The small wedding allows 6 guests to attend
It also includes the Venue with glorious views for photos or if Silver Ridge not available the
Elopement can be done at a park. ( the price will be reduced if that occurs)
A celebrant is included in the price for this deal
The photographer is not included in the price shown for the elopement deal
However, there is a photographer who will give a good price to do the photos
for an elopement . We are happy to give couples his contact details and his price of $175
for an hour can be paid directly to him and he can discuss with the couple what he provides.
He will give the couple all the photos in low resolution,
but then charge them (still a low amount) for any photos they would like in high resolution
for a wall print etc., that way you are still getting a good deal and can opt to pay
for some extra photos done up if you would like that,
which will cover the photographers time in editing them..
The photographer price will still be amazing.
If decorations or chairs for guests are required if at Silver Ridge wedding venue
there is a Styling labour price ( very economical)
plus extra hire decorations can be added at very reasonable cost.
The time frame allowed is up to one hour..This gives plenty
of time for the ceremony plus photos to follow. If no other wedding follows: some extra time
can be allowed for photos.
The legal paper must be filled in, signed & with Celebrant no later than one month before the wedding

FULL PRICE for this great deal is shown below

$450 For only 2 guests (witnesses) This price includes Celebrant plus venue
If the photographer we recommend is used his price is $175 ( you will pay him and relate with him personally & seperately)

$695.00( for up to 6 guests) Includes celebrant plus venue with glorious views
These deals can be for weekdays or weekends.

For a normal wedding apart from this deal the celebrant who will perform the special deals usually charges $700 to perform a wedding and
Silver Ridge Venue usually charges $650 for venue hire for a ceremony plus labour for stying and chair and decoration hire cost… So these
deals are a great saving. $200 non refundable deposit ( booking fee) secures your desired date.

